Improving Efficiency
How can Nine Telecom help make
your business more efficient?
With the right communications package, you can do more with
less effort and keep your customers happy. Sound impossible? Not
with help from Nine Telecom.

Making decisions
Choosing the correct broadband
service, support package and
router can be complicated. Nine
Telecom can help you to make the
correct decision for your business.
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Improving Efficiency

Why are your telecoms important?
Successful businesses put their customers at the centre of what
they do. The more competitive the marketplace, the more important
it is to make sure your customers feel as though they’re getting
the best possible service, which will make them less inclined to
look elsewhere. Being approachable and trustworthy will get you
closer to your customers and their needs, making your business
an indispensable part of theirs.

Make your business run smoothly
At Nine Telecom we have over ten years experience in supplying
telecoms products and services to companies of all shapes and
sizes. We pride ourselves on our expertise and knowledge of the
latest and smartest solutions, so we can help you to choose the
most efficient way to keep in touch with your suppliers, customers
and colleagues.

Stay connected
Everyone knows that resilience is important in business and this
applies to communications too, so don’t wait for emergencies or
accidents to derail your communications. Different products can
appear to have the same function, but in reality offer different
levels of availability and response times if there is a problem. Let
Nine Telecom help you to decide which solution is right for your
business. This issue can be just as important when selecting the
care level for a single analogue phone line or the support contract
for a major data circuit.

Bringing it together
Business voice and data networks need not be two separate
overheads with two separate suppliers to deal with. Why not let
Nine Telecom explain how a converged solution from a single
supplier can make your communications more efficient? Your
business may have more than one site, but that does not mean
you need more than one communication solution. Nine Telecom
can show you how common numbering plans and integrated
communications systems, which allow sites to talk to each other at
high speed and low cost, can help your business to achieve more.

What’s in the cloud?
How do you untangle the hype from the real business benefits
that could improve the efficiency of your organisation? Nine
Telecom can provide you with independent advice and make
recommendations for next generation solutions that match your
requirements, not ours. Talk to our product specialists for expert
opinion and guidance which will move your business forward and
save you from potentially expensive mistakes.

What else can help me?
Flexible working
Many of the solutions that Nine Telecom provide
for flexible working can be controlled through
access to web portals - for example redirecting
calls out of hours, or in response to increased
demand.
Improve customer communications
By working with Nine Telecom, we can regularly
assess and advise you on the best way to
improve your customer communications. We can
help you to decide when the time is right to add
innovative new features to give your business the
competitive advantage you need.
Legendary service
Nine Telecom has a team of dedicated,
knowledgeable, experienced and proactive
customer service staff, who will work with our
network providers to resolve service issues in the
shortest possible time keeping you fully informed
along the way.

“Your customers are more likely
to use a number that is easy to
remember and free to call from
a BT landline. Nine Telecom can
advise you on the best numbers
to use.”

More than one site in
your business?
Why not find out about Nine Telecoms
integrated communications solutions?
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